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1

INTRODUCTION

As mobile apps are increasingly becoming data-driven, these apps
tend to collect much app usage data to carry out their promised
utilities and enhance user experiences. Unfortunately, some highly
sensitive information in the data provides little or no benefit towards delivering the apps’ utilities. For instance, for an app whose
purpose is to show video game trailers, it is unnecessary to request and send its users’ phone number and contact list to a remote
server [1]. There is a strong need for a framework to help protect
users’ app usage data while retaining the app’s utility efficacy (e.g.,
the number of enabled features).
There are three main challenges in realizing such framework.
First, it is difficult to correctly identify security-sensitive information in the app usage data. For instance, user input text (such as
“My password is 12345”) can contain sensitive information, and
such framework needs to understand the semantic meaning of such
text in order to know whether sensitive information is present or
not. Second, because utilities of apps vary dramatically, there is a
need for generically applicable program analysis to measure the
impact of information anonymization on the level of utility efficacy.
Third, balancing privacy preservation and utility efficacy requires
fine-grained analysis on privacy specification (such as a privacy
policy declared by the app’s developers) and the app.
To address these challenges, we propose a privacy framework
that enables a mobile app’s developers to determine what sensitive
information can be anonymized while maintaining a desirable level
of utility efficacy.

2

PROPOSED PRIVACY FRAMEWORK

We next describe the overview of our proposed privacy framework
(shown in Figure 1) and its key components.
First, we detect sensitive information collected by the given
app. By adapting our previous work [2], our technique leverages
UI rendering, geometrical layout analysis, and natural language
processing to identify input fields that may accept sensitive information. Our detection also leverages static data flow analysis to
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Figure 1: Proposed privacy framework
detect sensitive information (such as a GPS location) obtained from
the system.
Second, to understand the impact of anonymizing a specific user
input on the level of utility efficacy, we propose to anonymize each
input, dynamically measure its impact on the level of utility efficacy
using F-measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) as our
metric, and produce a utility report.
Third, we aim to check whether the sensitive information collected by an app is privacy preserving, with respect to the app’s
declared privacy policy. We propose to conduct static data flow
analysis on the app and its backend server to verify their behavior
against the declared privacy policy. For instance, Sen et al. [3] proposed a data flow analysis for Map-Reduce-like big data systems to
track how user data flow in the system and check compliance with
its declared privacy policy. Such analysis gives users confidence
that the sharing of sensitive information is legitimate and avoids
privacy over-preservation that degrades the level of utility efficacy.
Finally, leveraging results from the preceding three components,
we anonymize various sensitive information while assuring that
the level of utility efficacy is above a user-predefined threshold. Our
goal is to maximize the utility efficacy and privacy preservation by
combining different levels of anonymization.
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